Activity

- Create a concept map of visuals you think represent Canadian identity.
- Choose a title / phrase to go in the center of your concept map.

"EH"
I Am Canadian
Hello
Bonjour
Canadian Identity

Name:_______________________________________

Visual:
2 An excellent use of visuals to attract attention / get the point across.
1.5 A good use of visuals to attract attention / get the point across.
1 You need to put more effort into your / include more visuals.
0.5 You have very few visuals / You have put very little effort into your visuals.
0 You need to include pictures / symbols / borders.

Headline/ Title:
2 An excellent headline / title.
1.5 A good headline / title.
1 You need to work on your headline / title.
0.5 Your headline / title is not appropriate.
0 You must include a headline / title.

Colour:
2 An excellent use of colour.
1.5 A good use of colour.
1 You need to choose colours / colour carefully OR more colour needed.
0.5 You have put very little effort into colouring.
0 You have to colour your project.

Details:
4 You have included all the important details.
3 You are missing a detail or two.
2 You are missing several important details.
1 You are missing many important details.
0 You have not included any details.

MARK: /10 = %